
 

GOD GOVERNMENT UPHELD BY LAW! 

O Beloved I AM Presence and Holy Christ Selves of all mankind, hear our invocation to Thee 

for your will  to be made known to us and to be upon our leaders, through the heart of 

Beloved El Morya, Beloved Surya and Cuzco, Beloved Saint Germain and Beloved Guru Ma 

and Lanello.  We call to the Almighty for the full blueprint of God-government, that the 

individual genius of each nation, each state, prepare each group to be fulfilled through a 

consciousness of community, a working together, a caring for one another.  

Beloved Ascended Master St. Germain, reawaken America to its original intent to be a pilot 

nation for the republican, representative form of government according to the inner path of 

initiation, and as the intended place for those who come to pursue the light of God and find 

the new order of the ages based on the four freedoms-Novus Ordo Seclorum, symbolized on 

the Great Pyramid on our dollar bill. Let those with the greatest attainment in Christ 

consciousness rise to the position of being statesman and great examples of virtue to the 

people in this and every nation. 

Restore in us a right heart O God! and maintain the integrity of our souls and our soul’s 

relationship to Thee. Inspire every ruler or governing body-be it the single enlightened 

despot or a committee or a larger group or the people themselves— to consider its 

supreme obligation to be the safeguarding of the individual’s right to become one with God. 

Teach us first, Beloved El Morya and the Darjeeling Council, that the authority of the Word 

is the authority that we must express first in self-government, by the. use of the Word and 

of the mantra, assist us to transmute the injustices we find in the social order and to invoke 

the light to build the new temple and the new order of the ages. 

  

 

 

 



 

We call for the full power of All-Seeing Eye of God to enable us to have the faculty of 

discrimination, or the gift of discernment of spirits. Let the truth of God expose right and 

wrong, truth and error, good and evil. Let us use our right to vote and every means 

available to us in our representative form of government to remove those individuals who 

espouse causes that are not centered in the light of God and to elect those into office who 

have both the ability and the dedication to the will of God. 

Let us meditate upon the heart as the source and seat of consciousness and pray to be 

illumined, be up to date and fully informed as to the facts, the issues, the record of our 

representatives. We call to you O Lord for your will to be made known to us and to be upon 

our leaders. 

Through the present system that we have in the United States under our Constitution as 

recommended by the Darjeeling Council for our present level of evolution,  let this 

republican form of government with a constitution with checks and balances such as we 

have, be adopted, be recognized as the most advantageous for the individual development 

of the Christ consciousness. 

Let our choice then be to render the greatest service to all men and women upon the planet 

wherever they appear on the social scale, from the poorest to the wealthiest, from the 

weakest to the strongest, from the most unspiritual to the most spiritual, from the foolish 

to the wise. Through the heart of El Morya, help us serve them all to fulfill our divine office. 

Where human reform is needed, let us be about our Father’s business; but let us put the 

brakes on those unfortunate situations that literally tear from man the vital energies of his 

life, leaving him a profitless servant. 

We thank thee O God as we humbly implore thee,  let your Holy Will be done! Amen. 
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